
‣ Optimal Boundary Condition      

 The BC that can generate the SR image which is the most close to 

the HR image:

        , where

 We prove that the        is approximately consistent to different LRs:

‣ Existing Works:

 Did not deal with the phenomenon.

 Simply fixed the random seed during inference.
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Introduction
‣ Problem: 

 Instability during inference of Diffusion-based SR 

models due to the randomness.

‣ Our Solution

 Analysis on the Approx. Optim. BC of Diffusion ODEs.

 Obtaining the        with a ref. set of image pairs.

 Applying the        to all the LRs, achieving better and stable results.

Approach - Can Boost All the Diffusion-based SR Models

Experiments
‣ We evaluate our approach on 3 different diffusion-based SR models.

‣ On Real World-SR

Project Website: https://realpasu.github.io/SolvingDiffODE4SR_Website/ Team Website: http://struct.wict.pku.edu.cn/

‣ Preliminary: Diffusion ODE sampler

 The results are determined by the boundary condition 

 (i.e., the Gaussian noise at the start of the sampling process).

 e.g., DDIM (ICLR 21’), DPM-Solver (NIPS 22’).

 Thus, the SR images can be a function of BC and LR image:

‣ Find an Approx. Optim. BC

 We employ perceptual distance between SR and HR as an 

approximated implementation of the likelihood.

 We build a reference set and calculate the        on it:

‣ Apply the       to Different LRs

 As we have declared before, the       can be directly applied in the 

sampling process of different LRs:

achieving stable and better SR performances.

 The method does not limited the SR model itself, which means it 

can be employed in all the diffusion-based SR models.

‣ On Bicubic-SR

‣ Visual Results
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